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The Old English version of Orosius

Orosius tells us that he wrote the seven books of the Histories against the Pagans (Historiae 
aduersus paganos) at the request of St. Augustine of Hippo.1 This Latin work is thought to have 
been composed sometime between 415 and 420. It purportedly aims to supplement The City of 
God (De ciuitate dei) that Augustine was writing to refute those who claimed that the world had 

fourth century, using whatever sources that were available to him.2 He was to show that the 

barbarian tribes. His work became one of the classic universal histories that were widely read 
throughout the Middle Ages.3

Histories

4 The Old 

The manuscripts housed in the Bodleian Library and in Vatican are fragments. The other two 

5

position, but it contains a lacuna. 
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The previous editions of the Old English Orosius

Orosius

lacuna which the other manuscript contains, and probably because they were able to use a 

Thorpe used archaic fonts that imitated the script of the manuscript and added no notes to the 

adopted the older of the two manuscripts as his base manuscript, supplementing the lacuna with 

scholarly edition. There are a number of cases where manuscript readings have silently been 

The present edition

Orosius

work corresponds to the last two books of the Latin original and deals with the history after the 

contains passages copied by Bede in his Historia ecclesiastica gentis anglorum.  The language 
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one book.

apparatus criticus is 
provided in the notes. The manuscript uses both the e caudata and the æ digraph; the former is 
represented by the letter 
while the Tironian note 

Notes
* I would like to thank two anonymous referees for the Institute of Humanities for their useful comments 

and suggestions.

Histories

of the ancient authors has undergone such vicissitudes of their authority as Orosius. His name is 
mentioned only occasionally today after more than a hundred years have passed since the last edition of 
his Histories

my review of his edition.
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Sigla

The Old English Orosius

l.h. = later hand

om. = omitted

\. . ./ = letters written above the script line
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VI. i
 Nu ic wulle, cwæð Orosius, on foreweardre þisse vi bec gereccean þæt hit þeah Godes 

bebod wæs, þeah hit strang wære, hu emlice þa feower anwealdas þara feower heafodrica þisses 
middangeardes gestodon. Þæt æreste wæs on Asirium, on þam eastemæstan anwealde, on 
Babylonia þære byrig. Seo gestod tuwa seofon hund wintra on hire anwealde, ær heo gefeolle, 

 þonne vii hund 
10

11 ærest Diþa se wifman getimbrede, oð hi eft Scipia towearp se consul.

 ænig 
groht12 staðoles oðstod. Mid þam bryne heo wæs swa swyðe forhynend13 þæt heo næfre siþþon 
swilc næs, ær hi Agustus eft swa micle bet getimbrede þonne heo æfre ær wære, þy geare þe 

Hit wæs eac sweotole gesyne þæt hit wæs Godes stihtung ymbe þara rica onwealdas, þa þa 

14 

15

 
 sæde, þa herede he þa ofermetto 

wæron Agustuse of manegum landum ungerade, þeah þær nan gefeoht þuruhtogen ne wurde.

VI. ii

 swa milde swa him nan anwealda 

 æror swa hit mid him 
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20 swa he him ær wæs milde, 

fultume hæfde acoren, þæt his rædþeahteras wæron, þa man het patricius; ealle þa he het ofslean, 

hu swiðe hi his onguldon fram heora agenum casere; þeah hit eallum þam folcum on oðrum 
landum swa swiðe gewrecen ne wurde swa hit oft ær wæs!

forwurdon þa, cwæð Orosius, þæt þa21

þonne heora plegan began, swa heora gewuna wæs ær þam cristendome.

VI. iii

22 man ne mihte mid nanum þingum forbugan.
On þam dagum com eac Godes wracu ofer Iudam,23 þæt hi ægðer hæfdon ungeþwærnesse 

he him sceolde Gaiuses miltse geærndian.24 25 for þære gewilnunge swyðe bysmorade 

diofolgylda þa cyricean æt Hierusalem, þæt man his agen diofulgyld þærtomiddes asette, þæt 

urne Drihten to deaðe.
 Þa funde man on his maþmhuse twa cysta, þa 

 manna 

 Godes wracu þæt he þæt 
folc costian let, ge eft his miltsunge þa he hi fordon ne let, swa hit Gaius geþoht hæfde.
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VI. iiii

facen þæt hi him don þohton.

30 anwealdas setton, ac 

31 for þæs 
cristendomes Gode,32

ongunnen wære.

heo þa wæs niwilice cristen.

VI. v

Toeacon þam mænigfealdum bismrum þe he donde wæs, he het æt sumon cyrre onbærnan 

 He wæs manna ærest 
ehtend cristenra manna. Æfter his fylle wearð þara casara mægð oðfeallen.
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VI. vi

folc heora wiðerwinnan þe be eastan Siria wæron, ge eac hi sylfe him betweonum hæfdon 

monþe þæs þe hi winnon ongunnon.

VI. vii

33 þe God nolde þæt hi þone 

VI. viii

ilcan adle.

VI. viiii

wæs on swa micle ofermetto astigen, þæt he bead þæt man on gelice to him onbugon sceolde swa 
34 þam iglande, on 

35 cynne cuman sceolde. Æfter þam bebode he wearð sylf unwyrðlice ofslagen.

VI. x
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 þam woruldyrmþum þe he hwile on wæs.

myclum on þam syngode. He hit þa hrædlice eft forbead.
 þær 

þær hi þonne wæron, oþ heora fela m forwurdon on ægþre hand. On þære tide Traianus gefor on 
utsihte on Seleutia þære byrig.

VI. xi

wæron þurh ænne þara apostola geongrena, Quadratus wæs haten, he forbead ofer ealne his 

VI. xii
40 41 to 

cristene boc for heora freondscipe. Siþþon he þa geleornod hæfde, he wearð cristenum mannum 

VI. xiii

Æfter þam hi becoman42 on þæt Denisce gewin mid eallum Germanum. Þa on þam dæge þe 
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wæs Godes wracu. Þa abædan hi æt þam ælmihtigum Gode þæt hit swa swiðe rinde þæt hi 
43 swa micel þunor þæt he  ofsloh 

44 gefeohte.
45 wurdon cristenum mannum swa holde þæt hi on manegum 

æftran geare he gefor.

VI. xiiii

forbærnend

feower hund m boca.

VI. xv

ofsloh Albinus þone man on Gallium, for þon þe he eac wolde on hine winnan. Siþþon he for 
 mihte wið hi 

VI. xvi

 fram his agenum mannum.

VI. xvii
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VI. xviii

50 

51 
heora cyning. Æfter þam he forlet his lif on Magestan þære byrig.

VI. xix
52

53 he54 oðfleah on 

þære byrig.

VI. xx

55

gefor.

VI. xxi

þam iii geare his rices hit gewearð swa hit God gestihtade, þæt wæs ymb an þusend wintra þæs 

deofulgyldum, þæt wæs  deofla þances þæt

anwealde.

VI. xxii
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VI. xxiii

 wæs þara 
 ungemætlic mancwealm getenge, þæt nan hus næs 

hæfde him þone anweald. Þæs eac on þam þriddon monþe hine man ofsloh.

VI. xxiiii

 on simbel beon winnende þær hit þonne þearf wæs. Þa 
bebudon hi begen cristenra manna ehtnysse. Ac hrædlice on hi begen becom Godes wracu. 

Sapan þam cyninge to þam gesett, oð his lifes ende, þæt he sceolde swa oft stupian swa he to his 

wæron mænige folc onwinende,
uneaðnysse 

 

þære byrig fram his agenum mannum. 

VI. xxv

 hi up on 

VI. xxvi

wearð ofslagen.
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VI. xxvii

anwealde, 
 on þam þriddan monþe on Tharsa þam lande.

VI. xxviii

Saturninus, þe æfter
æfter þam anwealde. Æfter þam he wearð sylf ofslagen on Syrmie þære dune.

VI. xxix

VI. xxx

hine sende on Gallie, for þon þe hi  niwlice hæfdon gewin up ahafen, ac he hi  eaþelice 

 

 þone cyning, þæt heora naþor næfde sige. Æt heora þriddan gefeohte Gallerius 
 com to Dioclitiane. Ac he his afeng mid micelre 

 weorðfullice.

 fyrste.
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Affricam to Galleriuse.
 he gesette on þa eastland.

 sunu, habban þone anweald on Italiam. Þa sende 

 siþþon fon to þam anwealde. Ac þa hit se sunu afunde, þa 

hit wære Godes wracu. Þa het he þæt man þa cristenan men eft gebrohte on hyra earde, ælcne 

 þære byrig. On þam dagum 

On þam dagum Arrius se mæssepreost wearð on gedwolan ymbe þone rihtan geleafon. 

amansumianne.

nan man nyste hwæt se gylt wæs buton him anum. Æfter þam he underþeodde him sylfum  

neah Nicomedia þære byrig.

VI. xxxi
 to þam 

  hit hæfde 
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 wearð ofslagen. Æfter þam Magnentius 
100

gesettan Ueteromonem þone man to hyra anwealde, to þon þæt hi siþþon mihton winnan wið 
101 hine 

benæmde ægþer ge þæs anwealdes, ge þære purpuran þe he werede, ge þære scole þe he on 

102 gesette Iulianus to casere under 
 oferwan 

103

þæt nan cristen man ne moste habban nænne his underfolgoþa,104

ealle hi wæron þæs wordes, swa we hit eft secgan gehyrdon, cwæþ Orosius, þæt him leofre wæs se 
cristendom to beganne þonne his scira to hæbbenne.

þæt hi deor þærinne abitan. Ac God gewræc on þam færelde swiðe gedafenlice on þam arleasan 
men his arleasa geþoht, mid þam þæt hine gemitte an man, þa he for fram Actesifonte þære byrig, 

him, þæt nan man nyste þæs 
þæt he nyste hwar he ut sceolde, oð þæs folces wæs fela forworden, ægþer ge for þurste ge for 
hungre.105  Iulianus.

VI. xxxii

anwealde. Hine man geceas on þam westenne, þy ilcan dæge, þe man Iulianus ofstang. He gesealde 

buton laðe. On þam viii monþe þæs þe he to þam anwealde feng, he wolde faran on Ilirice. Þa wæs 
he sume niht on anum niwcilctan  huse. Þa het he betan þærinne mycel fyr, for þon hit wæs ceald 

 mid þam bræþe ofsmorod.

VI. xxxiii

he forlete þone his cristendom oþþe his folgoð. Þa wæs him leofre þæt he forlete his folgoð þonne 
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he þæs ilcan rices ahte geweald þe his wiþerwinna ær ahte.

 

hit on him wrecon wolde, gif he onfunde þæt he on oþrum geleafon wære, on oþrum he sylf 
wæs, for þon he wiste hu fæstmod he wæs ær on his geleafon, þa he læssan anweald hæfde.

On þam ilcan geare Godenric, Gotena cyning, gedyde feala martyra on his þeode cristenra 

110 
gestyrde eac þæt hi on Gallie ne wunnon; mid þam þe him wæs swiþost gestyred þæt him man 

wæs mid fyrde, þa gefor he on blodryne.

VI. xxxiiii

ianuses111

digelice gehyd hæfde, swa þæt he bebead þæt munucas, þe woruldlice þing forgan sceoldan112

munucas he het ofslean, sume on elþeode fordrifon.

anwealdes. Þa sende Ualens þyder Þeodosius his ealdorman mid fyrde, þæs godan Þeodosiuses 

þe hine fullode on swa fullan geleafon heofunrices, þæt he cwæð to þam folce, “Doþ nu swa ge 

ofsloh. On þam þriddan geare his rices, þa he þæt mæste woh dyde wið þa Godes þeowas, þa 

wilnodan to him þæt hi mostan on his rice mid friþe gesittan. Þa oferhogode he þæt he him aðer 

geflymdon. Þa Ualens þæt geahsode on Antiochia 

þeowum on oftsiþas to laþe gedon; het þeah sendan æfter, þær he ænne libbendene wiste,113 þeah 
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forbærndon þe hi þohte bærnan on ecnysse.

VI. xxxv

þeoda þe hyra winnan114 wæron wæron to swiþe gestrangode þæt hi man leng ne mihte mid 

115 þeoda þe on 
Sciþþium wæron, gecuron his frið.

 buton þæt he þa wið his 

VI. xxxvi

þonne bestelan on Theodosius hindan. Ac mid þam þe he fram þære clusan afaren wæs wið þara 

ahafen mid manegum þeodum!
 þa he on Gallium 

 

georne beeode. Þa gelædde eft Theodosius fyrde wið him twam to þære ilcan clusan þe he ær 
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 ac ælc com oþer þara oððe on hi sylfe, oððe on þa 
 ælcne heora 

VI. xxxvii

hwilce hlafordhylda hi þohton to cyþonne120 on heora ealdhlafordes bearnum, gif hi hit þurhteon 

121 ge sædan þæt þa hæþenan 

magon eac geþencean hu hean he eft wearð 

wæs, swa swa ge sylfe sædon, twa c m, swa eower nan ne wearþ gewundod.

VI. xxxviii

willan, swa þær ne wearð nan hus heora wyllan forbærned.
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Notes

om.

 expuncted by a l.h. and dæl written above 

om. 

om. 
om. 

with \d/ in l.h.

om. 

om. 

om. 

om.  supplied in l.h. 
with ll expuncted and \al/ supplied before d in l.h.

e expuncted

om.
written in red above letters 

om.
om. 
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om. L.

expuncted with dots above letters L.

followed by tinge written in l.h. 
om. 

om. L.

with ð written above letters in l.h.

om.

with h supplied above letters in l.h.
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in l.h. after erasure with se still visible in the space 

marked for transposition L.

om. 

from L, om.
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1. Introduction

Locality conditions on syntactic movement operations, i.e. upper-bound restrictions on the 
maximum distance an element may move syntactically, have been the main topic of generative 
literature since Ross’s (1967) seminal work.  Locality conditions, which have been claimed to be 
part of Universal Grammar (UG), can be observed with syntactic movement operations in any 
human language.  English wh-movement, for example, is subject to locality conditions like the 
Complex NP Constraint and the Adjunct Condition as shown in (1)

(1) a. The Complex NP Constraint
    *? What did John visit [the store that had t in stock]?
 b. The Adjunct Condition
    *? Who did John get jealous [before I talked to t]?

In (1a, b), the wh-phrases what and who are extracted out of the Complex NP, the relative clause 
in (1a), and the adjunct clause respectively; the results are unacceptable.  

The locality condition effects are also observed with syntactic movement operations in 

(2) Scrambling (Saito 1985)
 a. The Complex NP Constraint 
   *? Bill-ni Mary-ga     [[t  sono hon-o  watasi
  Bill-Dat Mary-Nom that  book-Acc  give
  wasureta] hito]-o sagasiteiru (koto)
  forgot person-Acc  look-for (fact)
  Lit. ‘To Bill, Mary is still looking for [the person who forgot to give that book t].’
 b. The Adjunct Condition
   *? Bill-ni John-ga        [Mary-ga  t  sono hon-o  watasi 
  Bill-Dat John-Nom Mary-Nom that  book-Acc  give
  wasureta kara]  okotteiru (koto)
  forgot  because be.angry (fact)
  Lit. ‘To Bill, John is angry [because Mary forgot to give that book t].’

Multiple Application Phenomena and the Externalization 
Parameter Hypothesis

ISHII Toru
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(3)  Right-Dislocation (Simon 1989; Rosen 1996; Tanaka 2001)
 a. The Complex NP Constraint
   *? Tentyoo-ga  [[ John-ga kyaku-ni  t watasi wasureta] 
  manger-Nom John-Nom guest-Dat give forgot  
  nitizi]-o oboeteita yo, sono yubiwa-o
  date-Acc remember Prt that ring-Acc
  Lit. ‘The manger remember [the date when John forgot to give t to the guest], 
  that ring.’
 b. The Adjunct Condition
   *? Tentyoo-ga   [John-ga kyaku-ni  t watasi wasureta kara]
    manger-Nom  John-Nom guest-Dat gave forgot because
  okotteiru yo, sono yubiwa-o 
  be.angry Prt that ring-Acc
  Lit. ‘The manger is angry [because John forgot to give t to the guest], that ring.’

(4) Cleft (Hoji 1987, 1990; Kuwabara 2000; Hiraiwa and Ishihara 2002, 2012)
 a. The Complex NP Constraint
   *[Tentyoo-ga [[sono syoohin-o  t watasiwasureta]  tenin]-o 
  manger-Nom  the goods-Acc give.forgot clerk-Acc
  kubinisita no]-wa ano kyaku-ni da

that customer-Dat be 
  Lit. ‘It is to that customer
  goods  t].’
 b. The Adjunct Condition
   *[Tentyoo-ga [tenin-ga sono syoohin-o  t watasiwasureta 
  manager-Nom clerk-Nom the goods-Acc give.forgot
  kara]  okotteiru no]-wa ano kyaku-ni da
  because  be.angry   C Top that customer-Dat be
  Lit. ‘It is to that customer that the manager is angry [because the clerk forgot to
  give the goods  t].’ 

(5) Sluicing (Takahashi 1994, Kuwabara 1997, Fukaya 2003)
 a. The Complex NP Constraint
    * Mary-ga [[John-ni nanika-o ageta] hito]-o 
  Mary-Nom  John-Dat something-Acc gave person-Dat
  mita sooda  ga,  boku-wa [nani-o ka]  siranai
   saw I.heard  but  I-Top what-Acc Q  not.know
  Lit. ‘I heard Mary saw [a person who had given something to John], but I don't 
  know what (Mary saw [a person who had given t to John).’
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 b. The Adjunct Condition
    * Mary-ga [John-ga dareka-ni  wairo-o  watasita 
      Mary-Nom John-Nom someone-Dat bribe-Acc gave 
  kara] okotteru sooda ga, boku-wa [dare-ni ka] siranai 
   because is.angry I.heard but I-Top who-Dat Q not.know
  Lit. ‘I heard Mary is angry [because John gave a bribe to someone], but I don't
  know to whom (Mary is angry [because John gave a bribe  t).’

Scrambling in Japanese, which is responsible for relatively free word order, is subject to the 
locality conditions.  In (2), for example, Bill-ni ‘Bill-Dat’ is scrambled out of the complex NP 
and the adjunct; the results are unacceptable.  A type of right-dislocation in which the original 
position of the right-dislocated element is empty also obeys the locality conditions.  In (3), for 
instance, sono yubiwa-o ‘that ring-Acc’ undergoes right-dislocation out of the complex NP and 
the adjunct; the results are unacceptable.  Cleft with an NP-Case or PP in the pre-copula focus 
position is subject to the Complex NP Constraint (4a) and the Adjunct Condition (4b).  Sluicing 
also obeys the locality conditions.  Sluicing is an ellipsis phenomenon in which the sentential 
portion of a constituent question is elided, leaving only a wh-phrase remnant.  In (5a), the 
sentential portion of the constituent question Mary saw a person who had given to John is elided, 
leaving the wh-phrase remnant nani-o ‘what-Acc,’ which is contained within the complex NP.  In 
(5b), the sentential portion of the constituent question Mary is angry because John gave a bribe 
is elided, leaving the wh-phrase remnant dare-ni ‘who-Dat’, which is contained within the 
adjunct.  Both of these results are unacceptable.    

This paper investigates apparent multiple applications of scrambling, right-dislocation, 

(6) Multiple Scrambling
 Bill-ni   sono  hon-o  John-ga      [ Mary-ga      e e 
 Bill-Dat that    book-Acc  John-Nom    Mary-Nom 
 watasita to] omotteiru (koto)
 gave       C think  (fact)
 Lit. ‘To Bill, that book, John thinks Mary gave e e.' 

(7) Multiple Right-dislocation
 John-ga [ Mary-ga e e watasita to] omotteiru    yo,
 John-Nom  Mary-Nom  gave       C think Part
 Bill-ni   sono hon-o    
 Bill-Dat that book-Acc
  Lit. ‘John thinks Mary gave e e, to Bill, that book.' 
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(8) Multiple Cleft
 [John-ga [Mary-ga e e watasita to] omotteiru     no]-wa,
 John-Nom  Mary-Nom  gave        C think C Top
 Bill-ni   sono hon-o da  
 Bill-Dat that book-Acc be
 Lit. ‘It is to Bill, that book that John thinks Mary gave e e.' 

(9) Multiple Sluicing
 Mary-ga    [John-ga dareka-ni nanika-o watasita to] 
 Mary-Nom John-Nom someone-Dat something-Acc gave C 
 omotteiru sooda   ga,  boku-wa [dare-ni     nani-o        ka] 　siranai
 think I.heard but I-Top    who-Dat  what-Acc   Q  　not.know
 Lit. 'I heard Mary thinks John had given something to someone, but I don't know what 
 to whom (Mary thinks John had given e e.'

It is shown that unlike single application cases, these multiple application cases do not exhibit 
any locality condition effects. I will propose a PF-movement analysis of these multiple 
application phenomena, thereby accounting for their insensitivity to the locality conditions.  

cases do not induce any locality condition effects, which constitutes evidence against their 
syntactic movement analysis.  I will then propose a PF-movement analysis of the multiple 

packed into a single phonological phrase in terms of recursive phonological phrasing proposed 
by Itô & Mester (2013) and that phonological phrase undergoes movement in the PF-component, 
thereby accounting for their insensitivity to the syntactic locality conditions.  Section 3 shows 
that unlike languages like Japanese, those like English do not exhibit such multiple application 
phenomena.  I will argue that this cross-linguistic variation between English-type languages and 

types regarding a mapping from syntactic structures to prosodic structures.  Section 4 makes 
concluding remarks.    

2. A Proposal

2.1 Against a Syntactic Movement Analysis of Multiple Application Phenomena
The previous section has shown that Japanese allows multiple applications of scrambling, 

right-dislocation, cleft, and sluicing.  When these operations apply more than once targeting the 

(10) Multiple Scrambling
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  Bill-ni      sono hon-o  Mary-ga   [[e  e watasi 
  Bill-Dat   that book-Acc Mary-Nom  give
  wasureta] hito]-o sagasiteiru (koto) 
  forgot       person-Acc  look-for (fact)
  Lit. ‘To Bill, that book, Mary is still looking for [the person who forgot to give e e].’

  Bill-ni     sono hon-o  John-ga [Mary-ga  e e  watasi 
  Bill-Dat  that book-Acc  John-Nom  Mary-Nom      give     

  wasureta  kara]  okotteiru  (koto)
  forgot       because be.angry  (fact)
  Lit. ‘To Bill, that book, John is angry [because Mary forgot to give e e].’

(11) Multiple Right-Dislocation

  Tentyoo-ga   [[ John-ga e e watasi wasureta] nitizi]-o 
  manger-Nom John-Nom  give forgot      date-Acc 
  oboeteita yo, kyaku-ni sono yubiwa-o 
  remember Prt guest-Dat that ring-Acc
  Lit. ‘The manger remember [the date when John forgot to give e e], that ring, to
   the guest.’

  Tentyoo-ga   [ John-ga e e watasi  wasureta kara] 
    manger-Nom John-Nom gave     forgot because
  okotteiru yo,  kyaku-ni sono yubiwa-o 
  be.angry Prt   guest-Dat that ring-Acc
  Lit. ‘The manger is angry [because John forgot to give e e], that ring, to the guest.’

(12) Multiple Cleft

  [Tentyoo-ga [[e e watasiwasureta] tenin]-o kubinisita no]-wa

  ano kyaku-ni  sono syoohin-o da
  that customer-Dat  the goods-Acc be
  Lit. ‘It is the goods, to that customer
  give e e].’

  [Tentyoo-ga [tenin-ga   e e watasiwasureta kara] 
   manger-Nom  clerk-Nom give.forgot  because 
  okotteiru no]-wa ano kyaku-ni         sono  syoohin-o da 
  be.angry   C Top that customer-Dat the goods-Acc be
  Lit. ‘It is the goods, to that customer that the manager is angry [because the clerk
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   forgot to give e e].’ 

(13) Multiple Sluicing

  Mary-ga   [[dareka-ni nanika-o watasita] hito]-o 
  Mary-Nom  someone-Dat something-Acc gave man-Acc 
  mita sooda   ga, boku-wa [dare-ni nani-o ka] siranai
  saw  I.heard but I-Top  who-Dat what-Acc Q not.know
  Lit. ‘I heard Mary met a person who had given something to someone, but I don't
   know what to whom (Mary met a person who had given e e).’

  Mary-ga      [John-ga dareka-ni     nanika-o 
  Mary-Nom  John-Nom someone-Dat something-Acc 
  watasita  kara] okotteru sooda ga, boku-wa
  gave  because is.angry I.heard but I-Top
  [dare-ni nani-o    ka]  siranai
  who-Dat what-Acc Q not.know
  Lit. ‘I heard Mary is angry because John gave something to someone, but I don't
   know what to whom (Mary is angry because John gave e e).'

If the multiple application cases were derived by syntactic movement, (10-13) should be worse 
than (6-9), where only one constituent undergoes movement out of an opaque domain.  The 
results, however, are the opposite of what any syntactic analysis of multiple application 
phenomena would predict.  Hence, these multiple application cases should not be derived by 
syntactic movement.  

2.2 A PF-Movement Analysis of Multiple Application Phenomena
We propose that scrambling, Right-dislocation, Cleft, and Sluicing, whether single or 

multiple, change Information Structure by inducing a focus interpretation.  In Agbayani, Golston 

in operations like scrambling, Right-dislocation, Cleft, and Sluicing are not limited to syntax or 

(14) Material for an operation inducing a focus interpretation (like scrambling, Right-
dislocation, Cleft, and Sluicing) is targeted within syntax, and is moved either in 
syntax or phonology. 

can undergo movement syntactically, it does; (ii) if the targeted material is not a single syntactic 
XP eligible for the relevant operation, then that material is packed into a prosodic constituent 
and undergoes prosodic movement. In other words, syntactic movement bleeds prosodic 
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movement.  This naturally follows if syntax derivationally precedes phonology, and an operation 
is subject to the derivational principle of Earliness proposed by Pesetsky (1989).  Thus, prosodic 
movement cannot apply in place of syntactic movement to remedy locality condition violations.  
We have also shown that multiple application cases are also immune from other syntactic 

2019, and Ishii and Agbayani to appear for details).  If the material targeted for a focus-inducing 
operation is a syntactic constituent, it must undergo syntactic movement.  If the material does 
not constitute a syntactic constituent, then prosodic movement applies in the phonology.  This 
works only in a theory where there is a one-way feeding relation from Syntax to Phonology, and 
where information from Phonology does not flow back into the Syntax (contrary to Richards 
2010, 2016).

As an illustration, let us consider multiple scrambling (6) (repeated here as (15)) as an 

(15) Bill-ni   sono hon-o  John-ga  [ Mary-ga  e e 
 Bill-Dat that book-Acc John-Nom   Mary-Nom 
 watasita  to] omotteiru (koto)
 gave C  think (fact)
 Lit. ‘To Bill, that book, John thinks Mary gave e e.' 

 (16) 
 a. ... [NP Bill-ni] [NP sono hon-o] ...
            Bill-Dat       that book-Acc

⇩

⇩
 ...

Suppose that NP-Dat Bill-ni 'Bill-Dat' and NP-Acc sono mame-o 'that bean-Acc' are targeted for 
scrambling within syntax as shown in (16a).  The double underline indicates that that element is 
targeted for scrambling.  Since they do not form a single syntactic XP eligible for scrambling, 
they cannot undergo scrambling syntactically.  It should be noted that although NP-Dat and NP-
Acc form VP under the Larsonian analysis of double object (Larson 1988), scrambling can only 
apply to a non-predicative (saturated) XP.  VP, being predicative (non-saturated), is not eligible 
for scrambling.  Then, the derivation proceeds to phonology.  The prosodic structure of Japanese 

correspond to independent XPs, in terms of recursive phonological phrasing proposed by Itô & 
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Mester (2013) as represented in (16b).  To scramble multiple XPs as a single constituent, a 

if the targeted material is not a single syntactic constituent, then that material moves in the 

the two XPs targeted for scrambling, i.e. Bill-ni ‘Bill-Dat’ and sono hon-o ‘that book-Acc’, are 

Since Multiple scrambling is derived by prosodic movement, it is immune to the syntactic 
locality conditions.  

Multiple right-dislocation, multiple cleft, and multiple sluicing can be analyzed in a similar 

(17) Derivation of Multiple Right-dislocation (7)

 a. ... [NP Bill-ni] [NP sono hon-o] ...
            Bill-Dat      that  book-Acc  

 c. ...  

 
In (17a), the indirect object NP Bill-ni ‘Bill-Dat’ and the direct object NP sono hon-o 'that ring-
Acc' are targeted for right-dislocation within syntax.  Since they do not form a single syntactic 
constituent eligible for right-dislocation, they cannot undergo right-dislocation syntactically. In 
the phonological component, we can create a phonological phrase out of individual phonological 

phrase phrasing as represented in (17b).  The resultant phonological phrase undergoes prosodic 

(18) Derivation of Multiple Cleft (8)

 a. [TopP [FocP [CP ... [NP Bill-ni] [NP sono hon-o] ... no] da] Top]
Bill-Dat     that  book-Acc C be

  - Topicalization of the presuppositional CP to the Spec of TopP ->
 b. [TopP[CP ... [NP Bill-ni] [NP sono mame-o]... no]-wa [FocP tCP da] Top]

 c.  ... ( ... 

I assume Hiraiwa and Ishihara's (2002, 2012) analysis of Cleft.  In (18a), Bill-ni ‘Bill-Dat’ and 
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sono mame-o ‘that bean-Acc’ are targeted for Cleft within syntax.  Since they do not form a 
single syntactic XP eligible for Cleft, they cannot undergo Cleft syntactically.  Next, the 
presuppositional CP undergoes syntactic topicalization to the Spec of TopP as represented in 

XPs targeted for Cleft, i.e. Bill-ni ‘Bill-Dat’ and sono mame-o ‘that bean-Acc’, are packed into a 

presuppositional CP.

(19) Derivation of Multiple Sluicing (9)

 a. boku-wa [TopP [FocP [CP ...[NP dare-ni] [NP nani-o] ...  no] (da)] Top] ka  siranai
  I-Top     who-Dat what-Acc  C     be           Q   not.know
  - Topicalization of the presuppositional CP to the Spec of TopP ->
 b. ...boku-wa [TopP [CP ... [NP dare-ni] [NP nani-o] ...  no]-wa [FocP tCP (da)] Top] ka siranai  

 c. ... boku-wa (... 

 d. ... boku-wa 
  

I claim with, among others, Kuwabara (1997), Merchant (1998) that Sluicing, single or multiple, 
is a "concealed Cleft," which is supported by the optional copula da 'be'.  Then, the derivation up 
to (19c) is the same as the derivation of multiple cleft shown above.  The subject then undergoes 
argument ellipsis as represented in (19d), yielding multiple sluicing (9).    

(20)

 
                 H*L                  !H*L 
 John-ga    Mary-ga            watasita to omotteiru-no-wa (Bill-ni    sono mamé-o da)

In the pitch track of multiple cleft (20), for example, Bill-ni ‘Bill-Dat’ and mamé-o ‘bean-Acc’ both 
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have H tones — mame mamé-o ‘bean-Acc’ is visibly 
lower than the H on Bill-ni ‘Bill-Dat’.  The H tone of mamé-o ‘bean-Acc’ is downstepped, i.e. its 
pitch is lowered, in relation to that of the H tone on Bill-ni ‘Bill-Dat’.  The domain of downstep is 
traditionally the “Major Phrase” in Japanese (Martin 1952, McCawley 1968, Poser 1984, Selkirk & 
Tateishi 1988), but Itô & Mester (2013) argue convincingly that this prosodic domain is actually a 
recursive phonological phrase.  I follow Itô & Mester here, but note that the present analysis only 
requires that the material undergoing multiple cleft form some prosodic constituent, which is 
completely uncontroversial given the downstep.  Thus the lowered H on mamé-o ‘bean-Acc’ makes 
it clear that Bill-ni ‘Bill-Dat’ and sono mamé-o ‘that bean-Acc’ form a single prosodic constituent.  
The pitch accent patterns of the other multiple application cases exhibit the same pattern.

3. Some Speculations on Crosslinguistic Variations

We have shown that multiple application cases in Japanese can be accounted for by prosodic 
movement.  There are, however, crosslinguistic variations with multiple applications, i.e., 
languages like Japanese allow multiple applications whereas languages like English do not, as 

(21) a. No Multiple Topicalization
    * To Bill, that bean, John thinks Mary gave e e.
 c. No Multiple Cleft
       * It is to Bill, that bean that John thinks Mary gave e e. 
 d. No Multiple Sluicing
        * Someone saw something, but I can’t remember who what 

Fukui (1999) points out that what he calls “the uniqueness effects” are observed in 
languages like English but not in languages like Japanese.  Languages like Japanese lack the 

i.e. multiple scrambling, multiple right-
dislocation, multiple cleft, multiple sluicing, multiple occurrences of Case like multiple 
nominative, and multiple-headed relative clauses.  Languages like English, on the other hand, 

providing a solution to the legibility conditions.  He then claims that although UG assures the 
existence of a solution, it does not guarantee the “uniqueness” of a solution.  He proposes the 
uniqueness parameter (22), which is a macro-parameter, which informally says that languages 

(22) Uniqueness Parameter
Universal Grammar (UG) assures the “existence” of a solution, but it does not 
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guarantee the “uniqueness” of such a solution.  The “uniqueness” can be obtained 
under certain conditions which are regulated by UG.

Fukui claims that the existence of multiple application phenomena in Japanese and their lack in 
English can be accommodated under the “uniqueness” parameter.  

Based on the present analysis of multiple application phenomena in Japanese, I argue that 

like multiple scrambling, multiple right-dislocation, multiple cleft, and multiple sluicing should 

mapping from syntactic structures to prosodic structures. In other words, there is no 
“uniqueness” parameter involved; both English-type and Japanese-type languages show the 

i.e., there are no multiple applications of syntactic movement. In Japanese-
type languages, more than one syntactic XP can be packed into a single phonological phrase at 

i.e. 
what appears to be the result of multiple applications of syntactic movement.  In English-type 
languages, on the other hand, such recursive phonological phrasing is not available in the syntax-
phonology mapping.  Selkirk (1984) claims that the existence of the level of phonological phrase 
below that of intonational phrase is not motivated in English.  If we adopt Selkirk’s view, there is 
no way of forming a recursive phonological phrase in English because there is no phonological 
phrase; no prosodic movement is allowed.  

Then, our view is compatible with the uniformity hypothesis (23) and the externalization 

In the absence of compelling evidence to the contrary, assume languages to be uniform, 
with variety restricted to easily detectable properties of utterances.  

Parameterization and diversity, then, would be mostly - possibly entirely - restricted to 
externalization.  

The uniformity and externalization parameter hypotheses informally claim that languages are 
uniform, and parameterization is restricted to the externalization process, which is theoretically 
desirable from an evolutional point of view.  If the proposed analysis is on the right track, it 
presents further evidence for the uniformity and externalization parameter hypotheses.  

4. Conclusion

This paper has investigated apparent multiple applications of scrambling, right-dislocation, 
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cleft, and sluicing in Japanese. It was shown that unlike single application cases, these multiple 

analysis of these multiple application phenomena, thereby accounting for their insensitivity to 
the locality conditions.  I have then shown that unlike languages like Japanese, those like English 
do not exhibit such multiple application phenomena.  I have argued that this cross-linguistic 
variation between English-type languages and Japanese-type languages can be accommodated 
under the difference between these two language types regarding a mapping from syntactic 
structures to prosodic structures, which is compatible with the uniformity and externalization 
parameter hypotheses. 
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